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STUDY OF THE RECURRENT SET FOR PLANAR MARKOV RANDOM
WALKS

LOÏC HERVÉ AND FRANÇOISE PÈNE

Abstract. In this paper, we investigate the properties of recurrent planar Markov random
walks. More precisely, we study the set of recurrent points with the use of local limit theorems.
The Nagaev-Guivarc’h spectral method provides several examples for which these local limit
theorems are satisfied as soon as the (standard or non-standard) central limit theorem holds.
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introduction

Let X be a measurable space endowed with σ-algebra X , and let (Xn, Sn)n∈N be a Markov
random walk (MRW) with state space X × R2. Namely: (Xn, Sn)n∈N is a Markov chain with
transition probability P satisfying, for any set A ∈ X and any Borel subset S of R2, the following
additive property (in the second component):

∀(x, s) ∈ X× R2, P
(
(x, s);A× S

)
= P

(
(x, 0);A× (S − s)

)
. (1)

This means that (Xn+1, Sn+1−Sn) depends on the past only through Xn. From the definition, it
can be easily seen that the first component (Xn)n∈N is a Markov chain, called the driving Markov
chain of the MRW. We suppose that S0 = 0, and given any initial distribution µ of (Xn)n∈N,
we use the notation P(µ,0) to refer to the initial distribution of (Xn, Sn)n∈N. Of course, such a
notation takes the usual sense when (Xn, Sn)n∈N is the canonical version defined on (X× R2)N.
Anyway, in this work, the last assumption may be assumed without loss of generality. The
transition probability of (Xn)n∈N is denoted by Q. Throughout the paper, we assume that there
exists a Q-invariant probability measure on X, called π.

The recurrence/transience property of random walks (with Rd-valued second component) is
investigated in many papers. Of course, this study is well-known for i.i.d. increments, see for
instance [9]. In the dependent case, let us mention in particular [3, 7, 6, 27, 26, 28] for random
walks with stationary increments, [13] for MRWs (case d ≥ 3) associated with uniformly ergodic
Markov chains, [12] for MRWs associated with strongly ergodic Markov chains, and [16] for
additive functionals of Harris recurrent Markov chains. The results of the i.i.d. case have been
extended in [1] to the MRWs with real-valued second component.

In this work, we only deal with the case when the second component Sn is R2-valued, and we
are interested in its recurrence properties. More specifically, throughout the paper we assume
that S1 is centered (i.e. S1 is P(π,0)-integrable and E(π,0)[S1] = 0) and that there exists a two-
dimensional closed subgroup S in R2 such that we have

∀x ∈ X, ∀n ∈ N, P(x,0)

(
Sn ∈ S

)
= 1. (2)
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Let us recall that, contrarily to the one-dimensional case, the strong law of large numbers (i.e.
Sn/n → 0 a.s.) is not sufficient in dimension 2 to obtain the recurrence property for (Sn)n

(i.e. ∀ε > 0, Pπ

(
|Sn| < ε i.o.

)
= 1) 1. This is true even in the independent case: if (Xn)n is a

sequence of R2-valued independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) centered random variables
(r.v.) and if Sn = X1 + . . . + Xn, we have recurrence if and only if

∑
n P(|Sn| < ε) = ∞ (for

every ε > 0). Hence, in this case, if (Xn)n is in the domain of attraction of a stable distribution
of index α, then α = 2 is required. In other words, in the i.i.d. case, a central limit theorem
(CLT) with a good normalization is needed for the simple random walk Sn = X1 + . . .+Xn to
be recurrent, see [9, Sect. 3.2]. This fact has been extended to general stationary random walks
in [6, 27] but only in situation when we have the CLT with the standard normalization in

√
n.

We will see that our approach based on local limit theorems (LLT) applies to situations where
we have another normalization.

In fact the purpose of this work goes beyond the question of recurrence since we want to
investigate the set of recurrent points R(µ,0), defined by

R(µ,0) :=
{
s ∈ S : ∀ε > 0, P(µ,0)

(
|Sn − s| < ε i.o.

)
= 1

}
,

where | · | stands for the euclidean norm on R2. We simply write R(x,0) when µ is the Dirac
distribution δx at x ∈ X.

The set of recurrent points is well-known in the i.i.d. case (e.g. see [9, Sect. 3.2]), and it has
been fully investigated in [1] for one-dimensional MRW (i.e. Sn is real-valued). However, to the
best of our knowledge, the set of recurrent points has not been investigated for planar MRWs.
Note that this study cannot be only based on the CLT (as for the question of recurrence): indeed
it naturally requires some assumption ensuring (roughly speaking) that S is the smallest lattice
in R2 such that we have (2). It is worth noticing (again roughly speaking) that this type of
assumption (usually called lattice or nonlattice in the i.i.d. case) is the only one we have to
specify in order to extend the CLT to the LLT. Therefore, to study the set R(µ,0) associated to
a MRW, it is not surprising that the LLT plays an important role.

Anyway mention that the transience/recurrence properties of MRWs (with Rd-valued second
component) have been already investigated in [12] on the basis of the LLT. Here we extend this
approach to the study of the recurrent points of planar MRWs.

The first section gives a way to prove that R(π,0) = S. To that effect, we appeal to classical
arguments used to study the set of recurrence in the independent case (see [9, Sect. 3.2]). This
approach holds when the following local limit theorem is valid for every s ∈ S, every ε > 0 and
every bounded measurable function f : X → R (see Prop. 1.1):

E(π,0)[f(Xn)1{|Sn−s|<ε}] ∼ an π(f)mS(B),

where the an’s are some positive real numbers such that
∑

n≥1 an = ∞ and mS denotes the Haar
measure on S. When (Xn)n is Harris recurrent, this result also gives R(x,0) = R2 for every x ∈ X
(see Prop. 1.4).

The second section describes another approach based on the Kochen and Stone adaptation of
the Borel-Cantelli lemma. This gives a strategy to prove that R(x,0) = R2 for every x ∈ X, even
for non Harris recurrent driving Markov chain (Xn)n. The idea is to establish that the following
local limit theorems hold for every x ∈ X and every open ball B := B(s, ε) of R2 centered at

1The notation "An i.o." for given events An (n ∈ N) means that "the An’s occur infinitely often", namely "the
An’s occur for infinitely many times n". The precise definition is: [An i.o.] := ∩n≥1 ∪k≥n Ak.
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s ∈ S with (sufficiently small) radius ε > 0:

− P(x,0)

(
Sn ∈ B

)
∼ anmS(B),

− P(x,0)

(
(Sn, Sn+m) ∈ B2

)
∼ anammS(B)2,

with as above
∑

n≥1 an = ∞. This idea (combined with the spectral method) has already been
used by Szász and Varjú in [29, 30].

In the third and fourth sections, we explain how the previous local limit theorems can be
established with the use of the Nagaev-Guivarc’h spectral method. In this part, the fact that S
is the smallest lattice in R2 satisfying (2) is expressed as a spectral condition. Simple reductions
of this condition are presented in Subsection 4.3. Furthermore, we point out in Subsection 4.2
the link between our hypotheses and the (standard or non-standard) central limit theorem. The
key result, to put in order the spectral method and to obtain the previous reductions, is the
operator perturbation theorem of Keller and Liverani, which is presented in Subsection 4.1.

In the fifth section and at the end of Section 4, we illustrate our general strategies with
examples. Assuming that S is the smallest lattice in R2 satisfying (2) and that (Sn)n verifies a
(standard or non-standard) CLT, applications of our general results are for instance:

• If (Xn)n is ρ-mixing, then we have R(π,0) = S.
• If (Xn)n is V -geometrically ergodic and Sn =

∑n
k=1 ξ(Xk) with ξ : X → R2, then for

every x ∈ X, we have R(x,0) = S.
• If (Xn)n is a stable stochastic affine recursion and Sn =

∑n
k=1(Xk − Eπ[X1]), then for

every x ∈ X, we have R(x,0) = S.

Sufficient conditions for (Sn)n to satisfy a central limit theorem are recalled for each of our
examples.

We end this introduction with some comments on the closed subgroup S involved in (2). In
fact the general statements of Sections 1-2 are valid for every subgroup S of Rd (for any d ≥ 1).
However, in practice, the above condition

∑
n≥1 an = ∞ is only fulfilled in dimension d = 1 or 2.

The one-dimensional cases S = R ~u and S = Z ~u (~u ∈ R2) are not investigated here since the
(expected) set of recurrent points of Sn can be then deduced from [1] (thanks to the strong law
of large numbers). Consequently the subgroups S of interest in our work are the two-dimensional
closed subgroups of R2 (see Cases (H1) (H2) (H3) in Section 3). Anyway the (above mentioned)
minimality assumption of S with respect to (2) is not explicitly stated in Sections 1-2, but it
is actually hidden behind the hypotheses. When the spectral method is applied in Section 3 to
check these hypotheses, then a minimality assumption will be imposed on S.

Given any subgroup H of R2, we define its dual subgroup as

H∗ := {s ∈ R2 : ∀t ∈ H, 〈s, t〉 ∈ 2πZ}. (4)

Recall that H∗ is a subgroup of R2, and that the dual subgroup of H∗ (i.e. the bidual of H)
coincides with H. These properties are classical, anyway they can be easily proved in our three
cases (H1) (H2) (H3) of interest given in Section 3

1. A first approach

Let (Xn, Sn)n∈N be a Markov random walk with state space X × R2, and let mS denote the
Haar measure on the closed subgroup S of R2 given in (2). We denote by B(R2) the Borel σ-
algebra of R2. For (s, ε) ∈ R2 × (0,+∞), we denote by B(s, ε) the open ball of R2 centered at
s, with radius ε.
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1.1. Recurrence set in the stationary case. Let us assume that there exist εS ∈ (0;+∞)
and a sequence (an)n≥1 of strictly positive numbers such that, for every (s, ε) ∈ S × (0; εS), for
every ball B := B(s, ε), and for every nonnegative bounded measurable function f : X → R, we
have the following property as n→ +∞:

E(π,0)

[
f(Xn)1B(Sn)

]
∼ an π(f)mS(B). (5)

Proposition 1.1. If
∑

n≥1 an = ∞, then we have R(π,0) = S.

The LLT-type property (5) is investigated in Subsection 3.2. To prove Proposition 1.1, define
the r.v. ξ0 = 0 and ξk = Sk−Sk−1 for k ≥ 1. From the additive property (1), it can be easily seen
that the distribution of ((Xn+k, ξn+k))k≥1 given {Xn = x, Sn = s} is equal to the distribution of
((Xk, ξk))k≥1 under P(x,0). We can assume (without any loss of generality) that ((Xn, ξn))n≥0 is
the canonical Markov chain (associated with the transition probability P̃ ((x, s); ·) := P ((x, 0); ·)).
Hence, defining the σ-algebra Fn = σ(ξk, 0 ≤ k ≤ n) and writing θ for the usual shift operator
on Ω = (X × R2)N, we obtain for every bounded measurable function F : Ω → R and for every
x ∈ X: E(x,0)[F ◦ θn | Fn ] = E(Xn,0)[F ].

Lemma 1.2. For A ∈ B(R2), k ∈ N∗, set Yk =
∏+∞

j=k 1A(Sj), and fk(x) = E(x,0)[Yk] (x ∈ X).
Then, for any B ∈ B(R2) and n ∈ N∗, we have

P(π,0)

(
Sn ∈ B, Sn+j − Sn ∈ A, ∀j ≥ k

)
= E(π,0)

[
1B(Sn) fk(Xn)

]
.

Proof. Writing Sn+j−Sn = ξn+1 + · · · ξn+j , we clearly have Yk ◦θn =
∏+∞

j=k 1A(Sn+j−Sn). Thus

P(π,0)

(
Sn ∈ B, Sn+j − Sn ∈ A, ∀j ≥ k

)
= E(π,0)

[
1B(Sn)Yk ◦ θn

]
= E(π,0)

[
1B(Sn) E[Yk ◦ θn | Fn]

]
= E(π,0)[1B(Sn) E(Xn,0)[Yk] ].

�

Note that, for any A ∈ B(R2), the corresponding function fk in Lemma 1.2 is nonnegative,
bounded and measurable. We start by proving the recurrence of (Sn)n.

Lemma 1.3. We have: 0 ∈ R(π,0).

Proof. Let ε > 0, k ≥ 1. Let us prove that Pπ(∃j ≥ k : |Sj | < 2ε ) = 1. For any n ≥ 1, set

A(k)
n =

[
|Sn| < ε, |Sn+j | ≥ ε, ∀j ≥ k

]
.

If |n− n′| ≥ k, then A(k)
n ∩A(k)

n′ = ∅. Hence we have
∑

n≥1 P(π,0)(A
(k)
n ) ≤ k. Besides we have

P(π,0)(A
(k)
n ) ≥ P(π,0)

(
|Sn| < ε, |Sn+j − Sn| ≥ 2ε, ∀j ≥ k

)
.

Then, applying Lemma 1.2 with B = {z ∈ R2 : |z| < ε} and A = {z ∈ R2 : |z| ≥ 2ε}, we get∑
n≥1 E(π,0)

[
1B(Sn) fk(Xn)

]
≤ k. But (5) gives as n→ +∞:

E(π,0)[1B(Sn) fk(Xn)] ∼ an π(fk)mS(B).

Since 0 ∈ S and B is centered at 0, we have mS(B) > 0, and finally the fact that
∑

n≥1 an = ∞
implies π(fk) = P(π,0)(Yk = 1) = 0. �
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Proof of Proposition 1.1. Let s ∈ S. Let us show that

∀ε > 0, ∀k ≥ 1, P(π,0)

(
|Sj − s| ≥ 2ε, ∀j ≥ k

)
= 0.

Let ε > 0 and k ≥ 1 be fixed. Set B′ = {z ∈ R2 : |z + s| < ε} and A′ = {z ∈ R2 : |z − s| ≥ 2ε},
and denote by Y ′

k and f ′k the elements associated to A′ as in Lemma 1.2. Then, according to
lemmas 1.3 and 1.2, we have for n ≥ 1

0 = P(π,0)

(
|Sn+j | ≥ ε, ∀j ≥ k

)
≥ P(π,0)

(
Sn ∈ B′, Sn+j − Sn ∈ A′, ∀j ≥ k

)
= E(π,0)

[
1B′(Sn) f ′k(Xn)

]
.

Hence E(π,0)

[
1B′(Sn) f ′k(Xn)

]
= 0. From (5) and mS(B′) > 0 (since B′ is centered at −s ∈ S),

it then follows that we have π(f ′k) = Pπ(Y ′
k = 1) = 0. �

1.2. From stationarity to non-stationarity. Let us define the following subset of X:

A := {x ∈ X : R(x,0) = S}.

The property R(π,0) = S implies that π(A) = 1 (since R2 is separable). Of course, if A = X, then
we obtain R(µ,0) = S for any initial distribution µ of the driving Markov chain (Xn)n∈N. Let us
recall that (Xn)n∈N is said to be Harris recurrent if, for any set B ∈ X such that π(B) > 0, we
have for every x ∈ X: P(x,0)

(
Xk ∈ B i.o.

)
= 1.

Proposition 1.4. We have the following properties:

(i) If x ∈ X is such that P(x,0)

(
Xk ∈ A i.o.

)
= 1, then we have x ∈ A (i.e. R(x,0) = S).

(ii) If the driving Markov chain (Xn)n∈N is Harris recurrent and R(π,0) = S, then A = X. In
this case, we have R(µ,0) = S for any initial distribution µ of (Xn)n∈N.

Proof of Proposition 1.4. We suppose that (Xn, Sn)n is the canonical version defined on the set
Ω := (X× R2)N. Let us fix any (s, ε) ∈ S× (0, 1), and set S :=

[
|Sn − s| < ε i.o.

]
.

Lemma 1.5. For all x ∈ X, we have for P(x,0)−almost every ω ∈ Ω:

lim
k→+∞

P(Xk(ω),0)

(∣∣Sn −
(
s− Sk(ω)

)∣∣ < ε i.o.

)
= 1S(ω).

Proof of lemma 1.5. Let x ∈ X. According to a classical argument due to Doob (see [24, Prop.
V-2.4]), we have for P(x,0)−almost every ω ∈ Ω: limk→+∞ P(Xk(ω),Sk(ω))(S) = 1S(ω). Then the
desired property easily follows from the additive property (1). �

End of the proof of Proposition 1.4. Using the assumption in (i), Lemma 1.5 and Lebesgue’s
theorem, and using finally the definition of A and the fact that Sk − s ∈ S P(x,0)−a.s. (use (2)),
we obtain the following property

P(x,0)(S) = lim
k

∫
{ω:Xk(ω)∈A i.o.}

P(Xk(ω),0)

(∣∣Sn −
(
s− Sk(ω)

)∣∣ < ε i.o.
)
dP(x,0)(ω) = 1,

from which we deduce R(x,0) = S. Now, if R(π,0) = S, then π(A) = 1, so that the Harris
recurrence of (Xn)n∈N gives P(x,0)

(
Xk ∈ A i.o.

)
= 1 for all x ∈ X. Thus (ii) follows from (i). �

Lemma 1.5, which is based on both Markov and additive properties of (Xn, Sn)n, plays an
important role in the previous proof, as well as in the main statement (Prop. 2.3) of the next
section.
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2. Borel-Cantelli adaptation of Kochen and Stone. Applications to MRWs

We present now a general strategy to obtain R(x,0) = S for every x ∈ X, even when the driving
Markov chain is not Harris-recurrent. It is based on the following statement which, as well as
its corollary, is true for any sequence (Yn)n∈N of r.v. defined on some probability space (Ω,F ,P)
and taking their values in R2.

Proposition 2.1 ([21]). Let (s, ε) ∈ R2 × (0, 1], and assume that there exists c ∈ (0,+∞) such
that

−
∑
n≥1

P
(
|Yn − s| < ε

)
= ∞ (6a)

− lim inf
N→+∞

∑N
n,m=1 P

(
|Yn − s| < ε, |Ym − s| < ε

)(∑N
n=1 P

(
|Yn − s| < ε

))2 ≤ c. (6b)

Then we have: P
(
|Yn − s| < ε i.o.

)
≥ 1
c
.

In the sequel, we shall use the following alternative statement.

Corollary 2.2. Let (s, ε) ∈ R2×(0, 1], and assume that Condition (6a) is fulfilled and that there
exists d ∈ (0,+∞) such that

lim inf
N→+∞

∑N
n,m=1 P

(
|Yn − s| < ε, |Yn+m − s| < ε

)(∑N
n=1 P(|Yn − s| < ε)

)2 ≤ d. (7)

Then we have: P
(
|Yn − s| < ε i.o.

)
≥ 1

2d
.

Proof. Set pn,m := P(|Yn − s| < ε, |Yn+m − s| < ε). Note that pn,0 := P(|Yn − s| < ε). We have

N∑
n,m=1

P(|Yn−s| < ε, |Ym−s| < ε) ≤ 2
N∑

n=1

N∑
m=n

pn,m−n ≤ 2
N∑

n=1

N∑
m=0

pn,m = 2

 N∑
n,m=1

pn,m +
N∑

n=1

pn,0

 .

From (6a) and the previous inequality, we obtain (6b) with c = 2d. �

Let us notice that, if (Yn−Yn−1)n≥1 is a sequence of non-lattice square integrable i.i.d. random
variables, then for every s ∈ R2 the quantity P(|Yn − s| < ε, |Yn+m − s| < ε) behaves as
P(|Yn−s| < ε) P(|Ym| < ε) (thanks to independence and to the proof of the local limit theorem).
Hence Corollary 2.2 does not give pn := P(|Yn − s| < ε i.o.) = 1 as expected, but only pn ≥ 1/2.
Therefore, further arguments (here based on the additive property (1)) must be exploited to
deduce the recurrent set from Corollary 2.2. The next proposition gives such a result for general
Markov random walks.

Again (Xn, Sn)n∈N denotes a MRW with state space X× R2, and S is given in (2).

Proposition 2.3. Let ε > 0. Assume that there exists a real number eε > 0 such that

∀(x′, s′) ∈ X× S, P(x′,0)

(
|Sn − s′| < ε i.o.

)
≥ eε. (8)

Then, for every (x, s) ∈ X × S, we have: P(x,0)

(
|Sn − s| < ε i.o.

)
= 1. In particular, if (8) is

fulfilled for every ε ∈ (0; 1), then we have for every x ∈ X: R(x,0) = S .
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Proof. Suppose that (Xn, Sn)n is the canonical version defined on Ω := (X × R2)N. Let us fix
(x, s) ∈ X × S, and set S := [|Sn − s| < ε i.o.]. Then, from Lemma 1.5, (2) and (8), it follows
that, for P(x,0)−almost every ω ∈ Ω, we have: 1S(ω) ≥ eε. Hence: 1S = 1 P(x,0)-a.s.. �

Finally, from Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 2.3, we deduce the following.

Corollary 2.4. Assume that there exists εS > 0 and d > 0 such that, for every ε ∈ (0; εS) and
for every (x, s) ∈ X× S, we have

−
∑
n≥1

P(x,0)

(
|Sn − s| < ε

)
= ∞ (9a)

− lim inf
N→+∞

∑N
n,m=1 P(x,0)

(
|Sn − s| < ε, |Sn+m − s| < ε

)(∑N
n=1 P(x,0)(|Sn − s| < ε)

)2 ≤ d. (9b)

Then, for every x ∈ X, we have R(x,0) = S.

3. Use of the spectral method

In this section, we introduce the "taylor-made" operator-type assumptions in order to check,
with the help of Fourier techniques, Condition (5) of Proposition 1.1 and Conditions (9a) (9b)
of Corollary 2.4.

Let (Xn, Sn)n∈N be a Markov random walk with state space X × R2, and let S be a closed
subgroup of R2 satisfying (2). Recall thatmS denotes the Haar measure on S. As explained at the
end of the introduction, in this work the subgroups S of interest in (2) are the two-dimensional
subgroups of R2, which correspond to the three following cases:

(H1) S = R2 (also called the non-lattice case). We have S∗ = {0}. We set εS := 1.

(H2) There exists (b, ~u,~v) ∈ R∗
+ × R2 × R2 such that: S = bZ ~u ⊕ R~v. We suppose, without

any loss of generality, that (~u,~v) is an orthonormal basis of R2. We set εS := b. Note
that, for every (s, ε) ∈ S× (0; εS), we have B(s, ε)∩S = {s+w~v : w ∈ R, |w| < ε}, and
that S∗ = aZ ~u with a = 2π/b.

(H3) There exists some real-valued invertible 2 × 2−matrix B such that: S = B Z2. We set
εS := min{|s|; s ∈ S\{0}}. Note that we have, for every (s, ε) ∈ S×(0; εS), B(s, ε)∩S =
{s}, and that S∗ = AZ2 with A = 2π (B∗)−1, where B∗ is the transpose matrix of B.

Recall that the transition probability of the driving Markov chain (Xn)n∈N is denoted by Q, that
π is a Q-invariant probability measure on X, and that µ stands for the law of X0. The results
of this section concern the MRWs (Xn, Sn)n∈N, the driving Markov chain (Xn)n∈N of which is
assumed to be strongly ergodic on some Banach space B. This property, defined in (15) below,
will be illustrated in several examples, see Section 5 and the end of Section 4.

3.1. Functional setting. We denote by (B, ‖ · ‖B) a C-Banach space composed of π-integrable
C-valued functions on X (or of classes modulo π of such functions).

Hypothesis 3.1. The space B satisfies the following assumptions:

(3.1.a) The function 1X (or its class) is in B,
(3.1.b) There exists C0 > 0 such that, for every f ∈ B, we have π(|f |) ≤ C0‖f‖B.
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We denote by L(B) the space of linear continuous endomorphisms of B. The associated operator
norm on L(B) is also denoted by ‖ · ‖B. The dual space of B is denoted by B′, and the property
µ ∈ B′ means that every f ∈ B is µ-integrable and that the map f 7→ µ(f) :=

∫
X f dµ is in B′.

Thanks to the above condition (3.1.b), the following rank-one projection can be defined in L(B):

Πf = π(f)1X (f ∈ B). (10)

We consider the Fourier operators Q(t) (t ∈ R2), associated with the MRW, acting (in a first
step) on the space of the bounded measurable functions f : X → C, as follows:

∀t ∈ R2, ∀x ∈ X,
(
Q(t)f

)
(x) := E(x,0)

[
ei〈t,S1〉f(X1)

]
. (11)

We clearly have Q(0) = Q, and Q(t+ g) = Q(t) for every (t, g) ∈ R2 × S∗.

Hypothesis 3.2. For every t ∈ R2, Q(t) ∈ L(B) and we have the following property:

(3.2.a) There exist two real numbers α > 0 and κ ∈ [0, 1), a function λ : B(0, α) → C, and a
bounded map Π : B(0, α) → L(B) such that λ(0) = 1, Π(0) = Π, and

sup
t∈B(0,α)

‖Q(t)n − λ(t)nΠ(t)‖B = O(κn), (12)

(3.2.b) There exists a definite positive symmetric 2× 2-matrix Γ such that

λ(t) = 1− 1
2
〈t,Γt〉L(|t|−1)

(
1 + ε(t)

)
, (13)

with limt→0 ε(t) = 0, where L : (0;+∞) → (0;+∞) is a slowly varying function at
infinity in the sense of Karamata, i.e. ∀k > 0, limx→+∞

L(kx)
L(x) = 1.

(3.2.c) For any compact subset K of R2 \ S∗, there exists ρ = ρ(K) ∈ [0, 1) such that

sup
t∈K

‖Q(t)n‖B = O(ρn). (14)

For t = 0, (12) is nothing else but the above mentioned strong ergodicity property on B:

‖Qn −Π‖B ≤ C κn. (15)

Recall that this property is equivalent to : limn ‖Qn − Π‖B = 0. The property Q(t) ∈ L(B)
means that for every f ∈ B, the function X 3 x 7→

(
Q(t)f

)
(x) (or its class mod. π) belongs to B,

and that the map f 7→ Q(t)f is in L(B). Under the assumption (15), Condition (3.2.a) can be
checked thanks to an operator perturbation theorem due to G. Keller and C. Liverani [20]. This
is fully described and illustrated in [15, Cond. (K)] for the Markov context. Condition (3.2.b) is
closely related to the centered assumption E(π,0)[S1] = 0 and to the convergence in distribution
to the Gaussian law of the (properly normalized) second component Sn of the MRW. This part
is detailed in Subsection 4.2. As expected (in comparison with the i.i.d. case), Condition (3.2.c)
can be reduced under general assumptions as a simple hypothesis on the subgroup S, saying (in
substance) that S is the smallest lattice in R2 satisfying (2). On the basis of what is done in [15,
Sect. 5, 12] for additive functionals, the reductions of (3.2.c) are presented in Subsection 4.3.
Finally, each one of the next statements will also involve a functional assumption on the initial
distribution µ.

3.2. Study of Conditions (5) and (9a) (9b). Applications to recurrence. Under Hy-
pothesis 3.2, we consider a sequence (An)n of positive real numbers such that

A2
n ∼ nL(An), (16)

where L(·) is the slowly varying function in (13). We also define the following positive constant:
DS := (2π)−1 cS (det Γ)−1/2, where cS = εS for (H1) (H2), and cS = |detB| for (H3).
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Proposition 3.3. Assume that Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2 hold true, and that the initial distribution
µ is in B′ and satisfies the following condition

∀f ∈ B, lim
t→0

µ
(
Π(t)f

)
= π(f). (17)

Then, for every (s, ε) ∈ S× (0; εS) and for every bounded nonnegative f ∈ B, we have:

E(µ,0)

[
f(Xn)1B(s,ε)(Sn)

]
∼ DS π(f)A−2

n mS(B(s, ε)). (18)

In the next proposition, for every (s, ε) ∈ S× (0; εS), and for every (n,m) ∈ N2, we set

pn,m(µ, s, ε) := P(µ,0)

(
(Sn, Sn+m) ∈ B(s, ε)2

)
.

Proposition 3.4. Assume that Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2 hold true, and that the initial distribution
µ is in B′ and satisfies the following condition

lim
(u,v)→0

µ
(
Π(u)Π(v)1X

)
= 1. (19)

Then, for every (s, ε) ∈ S× (0; εS), we have the following results:

− pn,0(µ, s, ε) ∼ DSA
−2
n mS(B(s, ε)), (20a)

− pn,m(µ, s, ε) ∼ D2
S A

−2
n A−2

m mS(B(s, ε))2, (20b)

The equivalence relation in (20b) means that pn,m(µ, s, ε) = D2
ε A

−2
n A−2

m (1 + ηn,m) with Dε :=
DSmS(B(s, ε) and for some bounded (ηn,m)n,m such that ηn,m → 0 when min(n,m) → +∞.

Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 are established in Section 3.3. Now, using these propositions, one
applies the results of Sections 1-2 to investigate the recurrence properties of Sn.

Stationary case. Condition (5) in Proposition 1.1 is nothing else but Property (18) stated with
µ = π and imposed for every nonnegative bounded measurable function f : X → R. Conse-
quently, from Propositions 1.1 and 1.4, we deduce the following.

Corollary 3.5. Assume that Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2 hold true with B containing all the nonneg-
ative bounded measurable functions on X, that µ = π satisfies Condition (17), and finally that∑

n≥1A
−2
n = ∞. Then we have R(π,0) = S. If in addition (Xn)n∈N is Harris recurrent, then we

have R(µ,0) = S for any initial distribution µ of (Xn)n∈N.

The above assumption on B is not fulfilled if it is defined as some space of regular functions. In
this case, the two next corollaries (of Proposition 3.4) are relevant, and it is worth noticing that
they do not require the Harris-recurrence hypothesis.

Corollary 3.6. Assume that Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2 hold, that µ is in B′ and satisfies (19), and
that

∑
n≥1A

−2
n = ∞. Then we have for every (s, ε) ∈ S× (0; εS]: P(µ,0)

(
|Sn−s| < ε i.o.

)
≥ 1/2.

Proof. Let (s, ε) ∈ S × (0, εS). To simplify, set pn,m = pn,m(µ, s, ε). From (20a) and (20b), we
have when N → +∞:

N∑
n=1

pn,0 ∼ Dε

N∑
n=1

A−2
n and

N∑
n,m=1

pn,m ∼ D2
ε

(
N∑

n=1

A−2
n

)(
N∑

m=1

A−2
m

)
, (21)

hence: ∑
n≥1

pn,0 = ∞ and lim
N→+∞

 N∑
n,m=1

pn,m

( N∑
n=1

pn,0

)−2

= 1. (22)

So Corollary 2.2, applied with P = P(µ,0) and Yn = Sn, gives the desired statement. �
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In the next application, we suppose that the space B is composed of functions (not of classes),
so that the Dirac distribution at any x ∈ X, called δx, is defined on B (i.e. δx(f) := f(x)). Note
that the condition δx ∈ B′ means that there exists cx > 0 such that: ∀f ∈ B, |f(x)| ≤ cx ‖f‖B.

Corollary 3.7. Assume that Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2 hold true, that for every x ∈ X the Dirac
distribution δx is in B′ and satisfies (19), and that

∑
n≥1A

−2
n = ∞. Then, for every x ∈ X, we

have R(x,0) = S (thus R(µ,0) = S for every initial distribution µ).

Proof. Since (20a) and (20b) hold with µ = δx for each x ∈ X, the numbers pn,m = pn,m(δx, s, ε)
satisfy (21), hence (22). Then Corollary 2.4 gives the desired statement. �

3.3. Proof of Propositions 3.3 and 3.4.

3.3.1. Preliminary lemmas. Let f be a C-valued bounded measurable function on X.

Lemma 3.8. We have for every x ∈ X, every (u, v) ∈ R2 and every (n,m) ∈ N2:

E(x,0)

[
ei〈u,Sn〉 ei〈v,Sn+m−Sn〉 f(Xn+m)

]
=
(
Q(u)nQ(v)mf

)
(x).

Consequently, we have for any initial distribution µ on X:

E(µ,0)

[
ei〈u,Sn〉 ei〈v,Sn+m−Sn〉 f(Xn+m)

]
= µ

(
Q(u)nQ(v)mf

)
.

Proof of lemma 3.8. Using the additivity property (1) (see Subsection 1.1), we obtain

E(x,0)

[
ei〈u,Sn〉 ei〈v,Sn+m−Sn〉 f(Xn+m)

]
= E(x,0)

[
ei〈u,Sn〉 E(x,0)

[
ei〈v,Sn+m−Sn〉 f(Xn+m)

∣∣Fn

]]
= E(x,0)

[
ei〈u,Sn〉 E(Xn,0)

[
f(Xm) ei〈v,Sm〉]]. (23)

Now, applying (23) with m = 1 and u = v, and according to the definition (11) of the Fourier
maps, we get for any n ≥ 0,

E(x,0)

[
ei〈v,Sn+1〉 f(Xn+1)

]
= E(x,0)

[
ei〈v,Sn〉 E(Xn,0)

[
f(X1) ei〈v,S1〉]] = E(x,0)

[
ei〈v,Sn〉(Q(v)f

)
(Xn)

]
.

We deduce by induction that we have for all v ∈ R2, k ≥ 1, and for all C-valued bounded
measurable function g on X:

E(x,0)

[
ei〈v,Sk〉 g(Xk)

]
=
(
Q(v)kg

)
(x).

Next, by applying (23) (with any m ≥ 1 and u, v ∈ R2) and using the previous equality (first
with g = f , second with g = Q(v)mf), we obtain

E(x,0)

[
ei〈u,Sn〉 ei〈v,Sn+m−Sn〉 f(Xn+m)

]
= E(x,0)

[
ei〈u,Sn〉 (Q(v)mf

)
(Xn)

]
=
(
Q(u)nQ(v)mf

)
(x).

�

For any Lebesgue-integrable function h : R2 → C, we define its Fourier transform ĥ by
ĥ(u) :=

∫
R2 h(t)e−i〈t,u〉 dt, and we set

∀t ∈ R2, Ph(t) :=
∑
g∈S∗

ĥ(t+ g).

Let D be the fundamental domain of R2/S∗, namely:

- D := R2 in Case (H1),
- D := [−a

2 ,
a
2 ]× R in Case (H2), with a = 2π/b,

- D := A([−1
2 ,

1
2 ]2) in Case (H3), with A := 2π(B∗)−1.
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Lemma 3.9. Let h1 and h2 be C-valued Lebesgue-integrable functions on R2 such that their
Fourier transforms are Lebesgue-integrable on R2. Then we have for any probability measure µ
on X and for every (n,m) ∈ N2:

E(µ,0)

[
h1(Sn) f(Xn)

]
=

1
(2π)2

∫
D
Ph1(u)µ

(
Q(u)nf

)
du.

E(µ,0)

[
h1(Sn)h2(Sn+m − Sn) f(Xn+m)

]
=

1
(2π)4

∫
D×D

Ph1(u)Ph2(v)µ
(
Q(u)nQ(v)mf

)
dudv.

Proof of lemma 3.9. We easily obtain the first formula by applying the inverse Fourier formula
to h1, Lemma 3.8 (with m = 0), and finally the fact that Q(·) and Ph1 are S∗-periodic. The
second formula can be proved similarly. �

Lemma 3.10. Up to reduce the positive real number α of Hypothesis 3.2, there exists ã > 0 such
that, for every t ∈ B(0, α), we have |λ(t)| ≤ e−ã|t|2L(|t|−1), and for all n ≥ 1∣∣∣∣λ( u

An

)∣∣∣∣n 1B(0,αAn)(u) ≤ 1B(0,1)(u) + e−
ã
4
|u| 1{u : 1≤|u|≤αAn}(u). (24)

Proof of Lemma 3.10. From (13) and the fact that Γ is positive definite, there exists ã > 0 such
that, for every t ∈ B(0, α) (with α possibly reduced), we have

|λ(t)| ≤ 1− ã|t|2L(|t|−1) ≤ e−ã|t|2L(|t|−1).

Next, since L is a slowly varying function, we know (see [19] or [10], p. 282) that there exist
two functions `(·) and ε̃(·) such that limx→+∞ `(x) exists in (0,+∞) and limx→+∞ ε̃(x) = 0, and
such that

L(x) = `(x) exp
(∫ x

1

ε̃(y)
y

dy

)
. (25)

Using this representation of L, it is easy to see that there exists n0 such that, for any n ≥ n0

and any u such that 1 ≤ |u| ≤ αAn, we have :

1
2
|u|−1 ≤ L(An|u|−1)

L(An)
.

From A2
n ∼ nL(An) one can also assume that, for every n ≥ n0 (up to a change of n0), we have

n/A2
n ≥ 1

2L(An) . Therefore we have: ∀u ∈ B(0, αAn), ∀n ≥ n0,∣∣∣∣λ( u

An

)∣∣∣∣n 1B(0,αAn)(u) ≤ e
−n ã

|u|2

A2
n

L(An|u|−1)
1B(0,αAn)(u)

≤ 1B(0,1)(u) + e−
ã
4
|u| 1B(0,αAn)\B(0,1)(u).

�

3.3.2. Proof of Proposition 3.3. LetH2 denote the space of all the Lebesgue-integrable continuous
functions on R2 having a compactly supported Fourier transform. Let f ∈ B, f ≥ 0 be fixed.
Property (18) will be proved if we establish that we have for every h ∈ H2:

lim
n

2π A2
n E(µ,0)

[
f(Xn)h(Sn)

]
= cS (det Γ)−1/2 π(f)mS(h). (26)

Indeed, (26) ensures that the sequence (νn)n of positive measures defined by

∀C ∈ B(R2), νn(C) := 2π A2
n E(µ,0)

[
f(Xn)1C(Sn)

]
,

converges weakly to the measure ν(·) := cS (det Γ)−1/2 π(f)mS(·), see [4]. Since the boundary of
the ball B = B(s, ε) has zero ν−measure when ε ∈ (0, εS), we have: limn νn(B) = ν(B), which
is (18).
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Proof of (26). Note that

- mS(h) :=
∫

R2 h(t)dt in Case (H1),
- mS(h) :=

∑
n∈Z

∫
R h(bn, y) dy in Case (H2),

- mS(h) :=
∑

η∈S h(η) in Case (H3).

Let h ∈ H2. Let β be a positive real number such that Supp(ĥ)⊂ B(0, β). Without any loss
of generality, one can suppose that the positive real numbers β and α (of (12)) are such that
α < a/2 < β in Case (H2), and B(0, α) ⊂ A([−1

2 ,
1
2 ]2) ⊂ B(0, β) in Case (H3). We set

K :=
(
B(0, β) \B(0, α)

)
∩ D. (27)

Observe that K is a compact subset of R2 \ S∗. Let ρ ∈ (0; 1) be defined in (14) w.r.t. K, and
set r := max(κ, ρ), where κ is defined in Condition (3.2.a). Using (12) and (14), we abuse the
notation O(rn) for Q(u)n − λ(u)nΠ(u) when u ∈ B(0, α), and for Q(u)n when u ∈ K. So we
have:

∀u ∈ B(0, β), Q(u)n = 1B(0,α)(u)λ(u)n Π(u) +O(rn) in L(B), (28)
where Π(·) is the L(B)-valued bounded function of Condition (3.2.a). Recall that, by hypothesis,
f ∈ B, µ ∈ B′. Since ĥ is integrable, we then deduce from Lemma 3.9 and (28) that

(2π)2 E(µ,0)

[
f(Xn)h(Sn)

]
=

∫
B(0,α)

Ph(u)λ(u)nµ
(
Π(u)f) du+O(rn)

=
1
A2

n

∫
B(0,αAn)

Ph

(
u

An

)
λ

(
u

An

)n

µ

(
Π
(
u

An

)
f

)
du+O(rn).

Next, from (13), A2
n ∼ nL(An) and the fact that L is slowly varying, it can be easily seen that

limn λ
(

u
An

)n = e−〈u,Γu〉/2. Besides we know by (17) that limn µ(Π(u/An)f) = π(f). By using
(24), Lebesgue’s theorem gives:

lim
n→+∞

∫
B(0,αAn)

Ph

(
u

An

)
λ

(
u

An

)n

µ

(
Π
(
u

An

)
f

)
du = π(f)Ph(0)

∫
R2

e−〈u,Γu〉/2 du

= 2π(det Γ)−1/2 π(f)Ph(0).

Finally, the Poisson summation formula yields Ph(0) :=
∑

g∈S∗ ĥ(g) = cSmS(h). �

3.3.3. Proof of Proposition 3.4. Note that (19) (with v = 0) implies that (17) holds with f = 1X.
So we have (18) with f = 1X, which is nothing else but (20a). Now, let us prove (20b). Let us
first state a lemma concerning the sequence (Sn, Sn+m − Sn)n,m.

Lemma 3.11. The sequence (νn,m)n,m of positive measures on R4 defined by

∀C ∈ B(R4), νn,m(C) := (2π)2A2
nA

2
m E(µ,0)

[
1C(Sn, Sn+m − Sn)

]
,

converges weakly, when min(n,m) → +∞, to the measure: ν(C) := c2S (det(Γ))−1mS ⊗mS(C).

Let us admit for the moment this lemma and prove (20b). Let T be the linear (invertible)
endomorphism on R4 defined by: Tw := (u, u+ v), where we write w = (u, v) ∈ R4, with u and
v in R2. From Lemma 3.11, the measures ν̃n,m on R4 defined by

ν̃n,m(C) := νn,m(1C ◦ T ) = (2π)2A2
nA

2
m P(µ,0)

(
(Sn, Sn+m) ∈ C

)
converges weakly to ν̃(C) := ν(1C ◦ T ) when min(n,m) → +∞. But, from Fubini’s theorem
and since mS is the Haar measure, we have ν̃ = ν. Now set B = B(s, ε) for (s, ε) ∈ S× (0; εS).
Since the boundary of B × B has zero ν−measure, we obtain the following convergence when
min(n,m) → +∞: lim ν̃n,m(B ×B) = ν(B ×B) = c2S (det(Γ))−1mS(B)2, which is (20b).
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Proof of Lemma 3.11. Recall that there exists a continuous Lebesgue-integrable function h > 0
on R2 having a compactly supported Fourier transform. Define the following function on R4:
G(w) := h(u)h(v), where w = (u, v) ∈ R4, with u and v in R2. Then the Fourier transform
of G is compactly supported on R4, and we have G(w) ei〈w,c〉 = h(u) ei〈u,a〉 h(v) ei〈v,b〉 for any
c = (a, b) ∈ R4, with a and b in R2. Therefore, using again the classical properties on convergence
of positive measures [4], Lemma 3.11 will be established provided that we prove the following:
∀(h1, h2) ∈ H2 ×H2,

lim
n→+∞

(2π)2A2
nA

2
mE(µ,0)

[
h1(Sn)h2(Sn+m − Sn)

]
= c2S (det(Γ))−1mS(h1)mS(h2). (29)

Let h1, h2 ∈ H2 be fixed, and let β > 0 be such that both Supp(ĥ1) and Supp(ĥ2) are contained
in B(0, β). The real numbers α, κ in (12), and ρ in (14), are chosen as in the previous proof, and
again we set r := max(κ, ρ). We get by using (28): ∀(u, v) ∈ B(0, β)2,

Q(u)nQ(v)m = 1B(0,α)(u)1B(0,α)(v)λ(u)n λ(v)m Π(u) Π(v) +O(rmin(n,m)) in L(B).

Using the second formula of Lemma 3.9 (with f = 1X) and Assumption (19), the arguments
used to prove (26) can be easily extended to prove (29). �

4. Reduction of Hypothesis 3.2. A first application to the ρ-mixing case

In this section, (B, ‖ · ‖B) denotes a C-Banach space composed of π-integrable C-valued func-
tions on X (or of classes of such functions) satisfying Hypothesis 3.1.

4.1. Reduction of Condition (3.2.a). Recall that π is a stationary distribution of the driving
Markov chain (Xn)n∈N of the MRW. We denote by (L1(π), ‖·‖L1(π)) the usual associated Lebesgue
space (‖f |L1(π) = π(|f |)), and by ‖ · ‖B,L1(π) the operator norm of bounded linear operators from
B to L1(π). The one-dimensional projection Π associated with π is defined in (10).

Hypothesis 4.1. We have the following properties:

(4.1.a) Q is strongly ergodic on B, namely (see also (15)):

lim
n
‖Qn −Π‖B = 0,

(4.1.b) There exists α ∈ (0;+∞) such that, for every t ∈ B(0, α), we have Q(t) ∈ L(B) and:

∀t ∈ B(0, α), lim
h→0

‖Q(t+ h)−Q(t)‖B,L1(π) = 0, (30)

(4.1.c) There exist κ1 ∈ [0, 1) and C ∈ (0;+∞) such that

∀n ≥ 1, ∀t ∈ B(0, α), ∀f ∈ B, ‖Q(t)nf‖B ≤ C κn
1 ‖f‖B + C ‖f‖L1(π).

The next statement follows from the perturbation theorem due to G. Keller and C. Liverani [20].

Proposition 4.2. Hypothesis 4.1 implies Condition (3.2.a).

Also notice that, under Hypothesis 4.1, we have for every f ∈ B: limt→0 π
(
Π(t)f

)
= π(f), which

is Condition (17) with µ = π (this condition is used in Corollary 3.5). Proposition 4.2 and the
previous property still hold if (30) is replaced with: limh→0 ‖Q(h) − Q‖B,L1(π) = 0. However
(30) gives the following additional property (used in Section 4.2): the function λ(·) of (12) is
continuous on B(0, α) (see [14]). Anyway, in our examples, Condition (30) is fulfilled. Further
comments on Hypothesis 4.1 are presented in [15, Sect. 4].
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4.2. Reduction of (13) in Condition (3.2.b) (to a CLT). Condition (13) plays a central
role in the proof of the key Propositions 3.3 and 3.4. In this subsection, we prove that this
condition is closely related to the fact that Sn (properly normalized) converges in distribution to
a non-degenerate Gaussian law on R2. More precisely let us introduce the following assumption.

Hypothesis 4.3. Under P(π,0) (stationary case), the sequence (Sn/An)n converges in distribution
to a Gaussian distribution N (0,Γ), with some definite positive symmetric 2 × 2-matrix Γ and
with some positive real numbers An such that A2

n ∼ nL(An) where L : (0;+∞) → (0;+∞) is a
slowly varying function at infinity in the sense of Karamata.

The standard case in Hypothesis 4.3 is An =
√
n, but as in the i.i.d. case, examples with An

defined by non constant slowly varying function L(·) can be met in classic Markov models or
dynamical system (see Section 5).

Proposition 4.4. Assume that Hypothesis 4.1 is fulfilled. Then Condition (3.2.b) is equivalent
to Hypothesis 4.3 (with the same covariance matrix Γ and the same slowly varying function L(·)).

Proof. This result is established in [14, lem. 4.2] in dimension d = 1 and with An =
√
n (i.e. in

the case of the standard one-dimensional CLT). The proof is similar under Hypothesis 4.3, we
just outline the main arguments. Without any loss of generality, we suppose that Γ is the identity
matrix. First observe that we have by Lemma 3.8 (applied with f = 1X and m = 0):

∀u ∈ B(0, α), E(π,0)

[
ei〈u,Sn〉] = π

(
Q(u)n1X

)
. (31)

The proof of the part "if" in Proposition 4.4 is easy: indeed, assume that (13) holds, and let
(An)n be a sequence of positive real numbers such that A2

n ∼ nL(An). From (31) and (12), we
obtain for any fixed t ∈ R2 and for n sufficiently large

E(π,0)

[
ei〈t,Sn/An〉] = λ

(
t/An

)n
π
(
Π(t/An)1X

)
+O(κn),

and by using (13), A2
n ∼ nL(An) and the fact that L is slowly varying, one can easily see that

limn λ
(
t/An

)n = e−|t|
2/2. Hence the desired CLT in Hypothesis 4.3 holds true.

Conversely, assume that Hypothesis 4.3 is fulfilled. We want to prove that the function λ(·) in
(12) satisfies the following property:

ψ(u) :=
λ(u)− 1

|u|2 L
(
|u|−1

) + 1/2 → 0 when u→ 0.

From Levy’s theorem, we have: ∀t ∈ B(0, α), limn E(π,0)[ei〈t,Sn/An〉] = exp(−|t|2/2). Thus,
by using (31), (12) and the complex logarithm function log(·), this gives limn n log λ(t/An) =
−|t|2/2, from which we easily deduce: limn ψ(t/An) = 0 (use the properties log(z) ∼ (z − 1)
when z → 1, n ∼ A2

n/L(An) and L(An) ∼ L(An/|t|)). More precisely, by using the classic
refinement of Levy’s theorem in terms of uniform convergence on compact sets and the fact that
the property limx→+∞

L(kx)
L(x) = 1 is uniform in k on each compact subset of (0;+∞) (according

to formula (25)), one can see that the limit limn ψ(t/An) = 0 is uniform on C := {t ∈ R2 : α/2 ≤
|t| < α} (see [14, lem. 4.2] for details). So, given ε > 0, one can choose N0 = N0(ε) such that:
n ≥ N0, t ∈ C ⇒ |ψ(t/An)| < ε. Next, since limnAn+1/An = 1, one can suppose that N0 is
such that: ∀n ≥ N0, 1/(2An) < 1/An+1. From that, we easily deduce that ∪n≥N0C/An = {t ∈
R2 : 0 < |u| < α/AN0}. Therefore we have: 0 < |u| < α/AN0 ⇒ |ψ(u)| < ε. �

Remark 4.5. The expansion (13) in Hypothesis 3.2 may be adapted to cover the convergence in
distribution of the (properly normalized) second component Sn of the MRW to a stable distribution
of index 0 < p < 2. In this case, Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 extends (with An such that Ap

n ∼
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nL(An)), but we have
∑

n≥1A
−2
n < ∞.2 Thus:

∑
n≥1 P(µ,0)

(
|Sn − s| < ε

)
< ∞. This gives the

expected transience property.

4.3. Reduction of Condition (3.2.c). Without any loss of generality, we suppose that the
MRW (Xn, Sn)n∈N is the canonical version defined on Ω = (X × R2)N. We recall that, in
the sense given in (2), S1 takes its values in a closed two-dimensional subgroup S of R2: this
corresponds to the cases (H1) (H2) (H3) described at the beginning of Section 3. We want to
give natural hypotheses ensuring that Condition (3.2.c) holds true. More precisely, we want to
make a link between Condition (3.2.c) and the following conditions.

Definition 4.6. Under Hypothesis (2) we shall say that:

• (Sn)n is arithmetic in S w.r.t. B if there exist t ∈ R2\S∗, λ ∈ C with |λ| = 1, and w ∈ B
such that, for π-almost every x ∈ X, we have |w(x)| = 1 and the following property:

∀n ≥ 1, ei〈t,Sn〉w(Xn) = λnw(x) P(x,0) − a.s.. (32)

• (Sn)n is sub-lattice in S if there exist a closed proper subgroup S0 of S, a bounded
measurable function χ : X → R2 and a family (βt)t∈S∗0 of real numbers such that, for
π-almost every x ∈ X, we have

∀t ∈ S∗0, ∀n ≥ 1,
〈
t, Sn + χ(Xn)− χ(x)

〉
∈ nβt + 2πZZ P(x,0) − a.s.. (33)

Remark 1. Using a simple argument of class modulo S0, Property (33) is equivalent to the
existence of a sequence (an)n of vectors in R2 and of a bounded measurable function χ : X → R
such that:

∀t ∈ S∗0, ∃βt ∈ R, ∀n ≥ 1, 〈t, an〉 ∈ nβt + 2πZZ. (34)

and, for π-almost every x ∈ X, we have

∀n ≥ 1, Sn + χ(Xn)− χ(x) ∈ an + S0 P(x,0) − a.s.. (35)

During the paper, we will be interested in establishing the non-sub-lattice condition. To this
end, it will be enough to prove the following simpler condition : there exists no (a1,S0, χ(·))
with a1 ∈ R2, S0 a proper subgroup of S and χ a bounded measurable function from X to R
satisfying, for π-almost every x ∈ X,

S1 + χ(X1)− χ(x) ∈ a1 + S0 P(x,0) − a.s..

Actually, in some cases (such as additive functionals, or general MRW with B composed of classes
of functions modulo π), the last condition is equivalent to the non-sub-lattice condition.

Now we are going to make a link between Condition (3.2.c), non-arithmeticity and the non-sub-
lattice condition under the following functional assumptions.

Hypothesis 4.7. Q is strongly ergodic on B (see Cond. (4.1.a)), we have Q(t) ∈ L(B) for every
t ∈ R2, and we have the following property:

(4.7.a) ∀t ∈ R2, limh→0 ‖Q(t+ h)−Q(t)‖B,L1(π) = 0,
(4.7.b) For every compact K in R2, there exist κ ∈ (0; 1), C ∈ (0;+∞) such that, for every

t ∈ K, the essential spectral radius of Q(t) satisfies ress(Q(t)) ≤ κ, and for every f ∈ B
and every integer n ≥ 1

‖Q(t)nf‖B ≤ Cκn‖f‖B + C‖f‖L1(π),

2For n is large enough, we have A
p/2−1
n ≤ L(An) and nL(An) ≤ 2Ap

n and so A−2
n ≤ (2/n)4/(p+2).
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(4.7.c) For every λ ∈ C such that |λ| ≥ 1 and for every nonzero element f ∈ B, we have

[∃n0, ∀n ≥ n0, |λ|n|f | ≤ Qn|f |] ⇒ [|λ| = 1 and |f | ≤ π(|f |)] ,
where the previous inequality holds true, either everywhere on X if B is a space of func-
tions, or π-almost everywhere on X if B is a space of classes modulo π.

Note that Hypothesis 4.7 implies Hypothesis 4.1, and so Condition (3.2.a). Further comments
on Hypothesis 4.7 can be found in [15, section 5] (in particular Condition (4.7.c) is fulfilled in
general when Q is strongly ergodic on B). Under Hypothesis 4.7, we consider the set

G := {t ∈ R2 : r(Q(t)) = 1}.
Recall that the dual subgroup S∗ of S is defined in (4). Since Q(0) = Q, r(Q) = 1 and Q(·) is
S∗-periodic, S∗ is contained in G. The following result is an adaptation of [15, section 12]. We
give the scheme of its proof in appendix.

Proposition 4.8. Under Hypothesis 4.7, we have the following:
(i) Condition (3.2.c) ⇔ G = S∗ ⇔ (Sn)n is not arithmetic in S w.r.t. B;
(ii) If (Sn)n satisfies Hypothesis 4.3 and is not sub-lattice in S, then Condition (3.2.c) holds true;
(iii) If (Sn)n is sub-lattice in S and the function χ(·) in (33) is such that, for every t ∈ R2, we
have ei〈t,χ(·)〉 ∈ B , then Condition (3.2.c) does not hold.

4.4. Application: the ρ-mixing case. We assume here that (Xn)n is ρ-mixing and that, under
P(π,0), S1 is centered square integrable. The ρ-mixing assumption is equivalent to the fact that Q
has a spectral gap on L2(π), see [25]: limn→+∞ ‖Qn−Π‖L2(π) = 0. Next, according to [11, Th. 1],
the previous assumption on S1 implies that, under P(π,0), (Sn/

√
n)n converges in distribution to

a Gaussian distribution N (0,Γ). We suppose in addition that Γ is definite positive.

Theorem 4.9. Under the previous assumptions, if (Sn)n is not sub-lattice in S, then we have
R(π,0) = S. If in addition (Xn)n∈N is Harris recurrent, then we have R(µ,0) = S for any initial
distribution µ.

Proof. By an easy adaptation of [15, Sec. 5.3] (see also [11, Prop. 3]), Hypothesis 4.7 (and so
Hypothesis (4.1)) is fulfilled on B = L2(π). Hence we have Condition (3.2.a). Note that, since
(Sn/

√
n)n converges in distribution to N (0,Γ), we have An =

√
n in (16), so

∑
n≥1A

−2
n = ∞.

From Proposition 4.8, Condition (3.2.c) is equivalent to the fact that (Sn)n is not sub-lattice in
S. Finally, since µ = π satisfies (17) (see Subsection 4.1) and L2(π) contains all the (classes of)
bounded real-valued measurable functions on X, we conclude by using Corollary 3.5. �

The convergence to stable laws of additive functionals associated with ρ-mixing Markov chains
is investigated in [17], unfortunately the non-standard CLT is not studied in [17].

5. Application to additive functionals

Let (Xn)n∈N be a Markov chain with state space X, transition probability Q, invariant dis-
tribution π, and initial distribution µ. Here, given ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) : X → R2 a π-centered function
(i.e. for i = 1, 2, ξi is π-integrable and π(ξi) = 0), we consider the classical MRW (Xn, Sn)n∈N
defined by S0 = 0 and ∀n ≥ 1:

Sn :=
n∑

k=1

ξ(Xk). (36)

The sequence (Sn)n is called an additive functional of (Xn)n. Throughout the section we assume
that the following hypothesis holds true.
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Hypothesis 5.1. We have the following properties:

(5.1.a) The function ξ (so Sn) takes its values in a closed two-dimensional subgroup S of R2.
(5.1.b) (Sn)n is not sub-lattice in S.
(5.1.c) There exists a function L : (0; +∞) → (0;+∞) slowly varying at infinity and positive real

numbers An, n ≥ 1, satisfying A2
n ∼ nL(An) and

∑
n≥1A

−2
n = ∞, such that, under Pπ,

(Sn/An)n converges in distribution to a non-degenerate Gaussian distribution N (0,Γ).

The closed two-dimensional subgroups of R2 are described in (H1) (H2) (H3) at the beginning
of Section 3. For additive functionals the non-sublattice condition in S can be reduced to the
next condition on ξ, see [15]3. Recall that a set A ∈ X is said to be π-full if π(A) = 1, and
Q-absorbing if Q(z,A) = 1 for all z ∈ A.

(Sn)n is not sub-lattice in S if and only if there exist no a0 ∈ R2, no proper closed subgroup S0

in S, no π-full Q-absorbing set A ∈ X , and finally no bounded measurable function χ : X → R2

such that
∀x ∈ A, ξ(y) + χ(y)− χ(x) ∈ a0 + S0 Q(x, dy)− a.s..

Under the previous condition, we shall also say that ξ is not sub-lattice in S. Condition (5.1.c)
is noting else but Hypothesis 4.3 with the additional condition

∑
n≥1A

−2
n = ∞. In each model

below, we shall give precise conditions (and references) for the CLT of Condition (5.1.c) to be
true.

If the standard CLT holds true, we have An =
√
n, and so

∑
n≥1A

−2
n = ∞. If in addition (Sn)n

is not sub-lattice in S, then the covariance matrix Γ of the CLT is automatically definite positive,
e.g. see [15, Sec. 5.2].

Finally, since Hypothesis 4.1 is fulfilled in our examples, Condition (5.1.c) is equivalent to (13).

Example 1. The V -geometrically ergodic Markov chains.
Let V : X → [1,+∞) be some fixed unbounded function on X. Let us assume that π(V ) < ∞
and that (Xn)n≥0 is V -geometrically ergodic, namely there exists κ ∈ (0, 1) such that we have:

sup
|f |≤V

sup
x∈E

∣∣Ex[f(Xn)]− π(f)
∣∣

V (x)
= O(κn).

The V -geometrical ergodicity condition can be investigated with the help of the so-called drift
conditions. For this fact, and for the classical examples of such models, we refer to [22].

Result 5.1. Under Hypothesis 5.1, if |ξ|α/V is bounded for some α > 0, then we have R(µ,0) = S
for every initial distribution µ on X.

Recall that the (standard) CLT in Condition (5.1.c) is fulfilled when |ξ|/
√
V is bounded on X,

see [22] (note that the domination assumption on ξ in Result 5.1 is then fulfilled). Alternative
conditions for the CLT can be found in [18]. To the best of our knowledge, the non-standard
CLT has not been investigated for V -geometrically ergodic Markov chains.

Proof of Result 5.1. For θ ∈ (0, 1], let us denote by (Bθ, ‖ · ‖θ) the space of the measurable
C-valued functions f on X such that ‖f‖θ = supx∈E |f(x)|/V (x)θ < ∞. Note that the V -
geometrical ergodicity condition is equivalent to the strong ergodicity of Q on B1 (see (4.1.a)).
Set B = Bθ0 for some fixed θ0 ∈ (0, 1). Hypothesis 3.1 is obvious. Using the results of Section 4,
let us check that Hypothesis 3.2 holds true. From [15, Lem. 10.1], Hypothesis 4.7 (and so 4.1)
is fulfilled on B, hence we have Condition (3.2.a). From Proposition 4.4 Condition (3.2.b) holds.

3This reduction is stated in [15] in the case S = R2, the extension to the cases (H2) (H3) is easy.
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Next, Condition (3.2.c) is equivalent to the fact that (Sn)n is not sub-lattice in S. Finally, since
|ξ|α/V is bounded, it follows from [15, lemma 10.4] that we have, for some η > 0

‖Π(u)Π(v)1X − 1X‖B1 ≤ C(|u|η + |v|η)‖1X‖Bθ0
,

and since each Dirac distribution δx (x ∈ X) is a bounded linear form on B1, we have (19) for
µ = δx (x ∈ X). Corollary 3.7 then gives the desired conclusion. �

Example 2. The Lipschitz iterative models.
Here (X, d) is a non-compact metric space in which every closed ball is compact, and it is endowed
with its Borel σ-field X . Let (V,V) be a measurable space, let (ϑn)n≥1 be a i.i.d. sequence of
random variables taking values in V , and let F : X × V → X be a measurable function. Let
X0 be a X-valued r.v. independent of (ϑn)n≥1. Then the random iterative model associated to
(ϑn)n≥1, F and X0 is defined by (see [8])

Xn = F (Xn−1, ϑn), n ≥ 1.

Let us consider the two following random variables which are classical in these models [8] :

C := sup
{
d
(
F (x, ϑ1), F (y, ϑ1)

)
d(x, y)

, x, y ∈ X, x 6= y

}
and M = 1 + C + d

(
F (x0, ϑ1), x0

)
where x0 is some fixed point in X.

By proceeding as above with here the weighted-Hölder spaces defined in [15, Sect. 11], we can
establish the following.

Result 5.2. Assume that C < 1 a.s., that E[Mδ] < ∞ for some arbitrary small δ > 0, and
finally that ξ satisfies the following weighted-Lipschitz condition:

∃C ≥ 0, ∃b ≥ 0, ∀(x, y) ∈ X2,
∣∣ξ(x)− ξ(y)

∣∣ ≤ C d(x, y)
[
1 + d(x, x0) + d(y, x0)

]b
, (37)

Then, under Hypothesis 5.1, we have R(µ,0) = S for every initial distribution µ on X.

Proof. The weighted-Hölder spaces Bα,β,γ defined in [15, Sect. 11] involve three parameters:
α ∈ (0; 1] and b + 1 ≤ β ≤ γ, where b is given in (37). Since we have assumed C < 1 a.s., the
conditions in [15, Prop. 11.4] ensuring that Hypothesis 4.7 (and so 4.1) holds true on Bα,β,γ are
fulfilled if E[Mδ] < ∞ for some δ > α(γ + β). The same remark is relevant to prove (19) (use
[15, Prop. 11.5]) and to establish that the non-sub-lattice assumption implies Condition (3.2.c)
(use [15, Prop. 11.8]). Next, to apply Corollary 3.7, we only need the space Bα,β,γ to contain 1X
and its dual to contain all the Dirac distribution δx (x ∈ X). Since these two properties are true
for every (α, β, γ) fixed as above, α can be chosen arbitrarily small so that δ > α(γ + β). �

A more precise use of the results in [15, Sect. 11] allows to obtain the same conclusion under
some mean contractive conditions on C (instead of C < 1 a.s.). Also mention that, for Lipschitz
iterative models, the non-sub-lattice assumption is just a sufficient condition for Condition (3.2.c)
to hold true on the above mentioned weighted-Hölder spaces (because the condition on χ(·) in
Assertion (iii) of Proposition 4.8 is not automatically fulfilled). However we can use the non-
arithmeticity condition of section 4.3 which is equivalent to Condition (3.2.c). Anyway this
condition can be simplified in the special case of additional functionals (see [15, section 5]).

To check the (standard) CLT of Hypothesis 5.1, one can use for instance [8, 2, 31] and the
references therein. One can also appeal to the statement [15, Prop. 11.3] which is stated under
Condition (37): for instance, if C < 1 and E[M2(b+1)] < ∞, then the desired standard CLT
holds true. Observe that the condition E[Mδ] < ∞ of Result 5.2 is then automatically fulfilled
(actually, it should be implied by any assumptions giving the CLT).
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Example 3. Stochastic affine recursion with non-standard CLT.
Such models can be found in [5], see also [23]. Let us specify how our results apply in the context
of [5]. Let (Bn, An)n be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables taking their values in R2oSim(R2),
where Sim(R2) is the similarity group of R2, and having common distribution called ν. Let us
consider the affine iterative model

Xn = AnXn−1 +Bn.

We write ν̄ the projection of ν on Sim(R2) and we denote by Gν̄ the closed sub-group of
Sim(R2) generated by the support of ν̄. We recall that Sim(R2) = R∗

+ × O(R2), where O(R2)
is the orthogonal group. We also denote by | · | the matrix norm associated with the euclidean
norm on R2. We suppose that:

• There exists a unique stationary distribution π and its support is unbounded,
• No affine subspace of R2 is invariant by the support of ν,
• We have E[|A1|2] = 1, E[|A1|2 log |A1|] <∞ and E[|B1|2] <∞,
• The projection of Gν̄ on R∗

+ is equal to R∗
+.

Then the measure π admits an expectation in R2, called m0 and there exists a gaussian random
variable Z such that, for every x ∈ R2, under the probability measure Px, the following sequence
of random variables (

1√
n log(n)

( n∑
k=1

Xk − nm0

))
n≥1

converges in distribution to Z ([5, Th. 1.5]).

Result 5.3. If x 7→ x is not sub-lattice in R2, then, for every (x, s) ∈ R2 × R2, we have

Px

(
∀ε > 0,

∣∣∣∣ n∑
k=1

Xk − nm0 − s

∣∣∣∣ < ε, i.o.

)
= 1.

Proof. Again we apply Corollary 3.7. Hypothesis 3.1 follows from [5, (3.1)], Hypothesis 4.7
(and so 4.1) follows from Lemmas 3.9 and 3.12 of [5], in particular Condition (3.2.a) is fulfilled.
Next Condition (3.2.b) follows from [5, Prop 3.18]), and finally we have Condition (3.2.c) since
ξ(x) = x is not sub-lattice in R2. �

Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 4.8

Such a result is established in [15, section 12] in the special case of additive functionals. In
fact, [15, section 12] essentially investigates the case G = {0}. Here we give the adaptation to
general MRWs and subsets G. First [15, Lem. 12.1] gives4

∀t ∈ R2 \G, r(Q(t)) < 1. (38)

Second, an easy adaptation of [15, Lem. 12.3] gives5:

For any compact subset K of R2 \G, there exists ρ = ρ(K) ∈ [0, 1) such that

sup
t∈K

‖Q(t)n‖B = O(ρn). (39)

Next, since S∗ is contained in G, the previous property yields the first equivalence in (i): indeed,
if G = S∗, then (39) obviously gives Condition (3.2.c). Conversely, if Condition (3.2.c) is true,

4This part is based on the functional Hypothesis 4.7, and it exactly borrows the arguments of [15, Sect. 12.1].
5Consider compact subsets K of R2 \G instead of compact subsets of R2 \ {0} in the proof of [15, Lem. 12.3].
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then for every t ∈ R2 \ S∗ we have r(Q(t)) < 1, i.e. t ∈ R2 \G. Therefore Condition (3.2.c) gives
G ⊂ S∗, hence G = S∗.

In addition [15, Lem. 12.1] gives the following equivalence:

Property (A): we have t ∈ G if and only if there exist λ ∈ C, |λ| = 1, and w ∈ B, w 6= 0, such
that we have the following equality: Q(t)w = λw in B. Moreover the previous function w(·) is
such that |w| = π(|w|) π-a.s..

The fact that Q(t)w = λw implies |w| = π(|w|) π-a.s. is easy to obtain. Indeed, we have
|w| = |λnw| = |Q(t)nw| ≤ Qn|w| for every n ≥ 1, thus we deduce from (4.7.c) that |w| ≤ π(|w|)
π-a.s. So g := π(|w|)− |w| is nonnegative, and π(g) = 0, hence |w| = π(|w|) π-a.s..

Finally, from the previous property, we can deduce the following.

Property (B): we have S∗ 6= G if and only if there exist t ∈ R2 \ S∗, λ ∈ C, |λ| = 1, and w ∈ B,
w 6= 0, such that |w| = 1 π-a.s. and Q(t)w = λw in B.

To prove the second equivalence in (i), one needs the following.

Lemma A.1. We have S∗ 6= G if and only if there exist t ∈ R2 \ S∗, λ ∈ C, |λ| = 1, and w ∈ B,
w 6= 0, such that for π-a.e. x ∈ X we have |w(x)| = 1 and

∀n ≥ 1, E(x,0)

[
ei〈t,Sn〉w(Xn)

]
= λnw(x). (40)

Proof. Assume that S∗ 6= G, and let (t, λ, w) be as stated in Property (B). Then we have:
∀n ≥ 1, Q(t)nw = λnw in B. From (3.1.b) it follows that Q(t)nw = λnw in L1(π), hence
we have (40) for π-a.e. x ∈ X (use Lemma 3.8 with m = 0). Conversely, let t ∈ R2 \ S∗ and
(λ,w) as stated in Lemma A.1. Then we have for π-a.e. x ∈ X: ∀n ≥ 1, Q(t)nw(x) = λnw(x).
This implies that t ∈ G. Indeed, if t /∈ G, then by (38) we would have r(Q(t)) < 1, thus
limnQ(t)nw = 0 in B, and so in L1(π): this would give the property: w = 0 π-a.s., which is
impossible since by hypothesis |w| = 1 π-a.s.. �

Using the facts that P(x,0) is a probability measure and |w| = 1 π-a.s., the property stated in
Lemma A.1 is equivalent to the arithmeticity of (Sn)n in S w.r.t. B, which proves the second
equivalence in (i).

Now we prove Assertion (ii) of Proposition 4.8. Under Hypothesis 4.7, G is a closed subgroup of
R2, and under the additional Hypothesis 4.3, G is discrete, see [15, Prop. 12.4]. Observe that,
since S∗ ⊂ G, we have G∗ ⊂ S. To prove Assertion (ii) of Proposition 4.8, one needs to use the
following statement, which is an easy adaptation of the proof of [15, Prop. 12.4]:

Property (C): there exists a bounded measurable function χ : X → R2 and a family (βt)t∈G of
real numbers such that, for π-almost every x ∈ X, we have

∀t ∈ G, ∀n ≥ 1,
〈
t, Sn + χ(Xn)− χ(x)

〉
∈ nβt + 2πZZ P(x,0) − a.s.. (41)

(The fact that G is discrete plays an important role in Property (C) for obtaining the existence
of the above function χ, which does not depend on t.)

Assume that Condition (3.2.c) is not fulfilled. Then from Assertion (i) of Proposition 4.8, S∗ is
a proper subgroup of G. Hence G∗ is a proper sub-group of S. Consequently, from Property (C),
(Sn)n is sub-lattice in S. This proves (ii).

Finally we establish Assertion (iii) of Proposition 4.8. Suppose that (Sn)n is sub-lattice in S,
with S0, χ(·) and (βt)t∈S∗0 as indicated in Definition 4.6, and with the additional condition:
∀t ∈ R2, ei〈t,χ(·)〉 ∈ B. Since by hypothesis S0 is strictly contained in S, there exists t0 ∈ S∗0 \ S∗.
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We deduce from (33) that, for π-almost every x ∈ X, we have

∀n ≥ 1, ei〈t0,Sn〉ei〈t0,χ(Xn)〉 = einβt0ei〈t0,χ(x)〉 P(x,0) − a.s..

So we obtain (32) with λ := eiβt0 and w := ei〈t0,χ(·)〉 ∈ B. Hence, from Assertion (i) of Proposi-
tion 4.8, Condition (3.2.c) does not hold. �

Remark A.2. When (Sn)n is an additive functional (see (36)), Conditions (32) and (33) in
Definition 4.6 may be stated only for n = 1 and specified in terms of conditions involving an
absorbing set (in place of properties fulfilled π-a.s.), see [15] and Section 5. In the same way, for
general MRW, if B is composed of classes of functions modulo π (for instance B = L2(π)), then
one can prove that the equivalence in Lemma A.1 is valid when (40) is required only for n = 1.
Indeed this condition says that we have for π-a.e. x ∈ X: Q(t)w(x) = λw(x), so Q(t)w = λw in
B and the proof of Lemma A.1 can be then repeated. Consequently, under the previous condition
on B, the conditions (32) and (33) may be also stated only for n = 1. Of course, in both cases
above, Condition (34) is not relevant.
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